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ENDO~IORPHISM RINGS OF MODULES OVER DEDEKIND-L1KE RINGS' 

By Hyeja Linda Byun 

One of the ways of measuring the complexity of the category of modules 

over a ring R is to ask what rings can occur as endomorphism rings of R

modules (always finitely generated in this paper). (See, for example, (2) ) 

Given an R- module M let 
(0.1) Ë(M) = (end M) / (nilradical of end M) 

To state the motivating case of the two main results of this paper, let R= 

ZG þ ' the integral group ring of the cyclic group G p of prime order p. We 

prove ‘ 

(0. 2) If M is indecomposable and non-artinian , then E(M) can only be one 

01 three different rings; but 
(0.3) Every finite field of characteristic p can occur as E(M) for some inde

composab비1끼le arπ띠tir띠n미1니ia뻐nM 

A strikingly similar result, in quite a different setting, has 야en obtained 
by D. Farkas and R. Snider. The considered the (noncommutative) Weyl 

algebra \V= K [x ,y) where xy - yx= 1 and K is a field of characteristic zero. If 

M is an indecomposable non-artinian \V- module, then it is easily seen that end 

M can only be an integral domain Morita-equivalent to \V. Farkas and Snider 

showed that every finite dimensional central K-division algebra can Occur as 
end M for a suitable simple \V-m여ule M. See (3) . 

To place our results (0.2) and (0. 3) into an appropriate context, we gener

alize them somewha t. A Bass ring is a commutative ring without nilpotent 

elements, with module finite integral cIosure, such that every ideal is generated 

by two elements. In [6] , L. Levy defined a subclass of Bass rings called 

Dedekindlike ring (This definition is repeated in ~ 1.) and classified all finitely 

generated modules over the ring. Examples of Dedekindlike rings are the group 

ring ZG n with G n cyclic of squarefree order n, some rings of algebraic integers 

that are llot integrally closed in their quotient field , and subrings of Z(B ... (BZ 

.. '1‘ his paper is extracted from the author ’s doctoral dissertation at the University of 
Wisconsin -Madison. The author is grateCul tO Prcfessor Lawrence S. Levy for his 
guidance 
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with square.free index as a subgroup. 

Now let M be an R-module, R Dedekind-like. Our generalization of (0.2) is = 

(0.4 ) As M ranges over all indecomposable non-artinian modules, Ë(M) can 

be only finitely many non-isomorphic rings. Each of these is the endo

morphism ring of some ideal of R 

Before stating the generalization of (0.3) we remark that if M is an inde

compα;able module of finite length over any commutative ring R, then all of 

the com lX>sition factors of /\11 are isomorphic to each other, because M르Mp 

for some maximal ideal P of R. ( [1] , Chap. 4, 3 2. 5, Prop.8). 

We prove, for modules M over Dedekind-like rings R: 

(0.5 ) Let P be a maximal ideal such that Rp is not a discrete valuation ring, 
and let M range over all indecomposable artinian R-modules whose 

composition factors are 르R/P. Then, the rings E (M ) are precisely the 

simple algebraic extension field s of R/ P. 

1n proving (0. 5) , the following theorem from Iinear algebra will be crucial : 

any matrix which commutes with a companion matrix F is a polynomial in F 

([4] , Chap. \lII , 32, Corollary 1 to T heorem 2) . If Rp is a discrete valuation 

ring, the problem becomes uninteresting because M르R/ p ' for some e, hence 

E (M)르RP. 

1. Fixed notation, Translation to R-diagrams 

DEFINION 1. 1 (of Dedekind- /ike ring) To define a Dedekind-like r ing R , 
let f and g be ring homomophisms: Æ onto R, where R is a direct sum of 

Dedekind domains, none of which is a f ield, and R is a direct sum of fields. 

(1 ) R= tf>,R, R= tf>. Rk 

Here the subscripts c and k extend over fixed, but unspecified finite index 

sets. We suppose that f and g sat isfy the independence coηdit ioη 

(2) 잔+Kg=Æ (Kf= ker λ % = ker g) 
and then define our Dedekind-Iike ring to be the (generalized ) pullback 

(3) R=pbk (f， g )={x르Æ lf(x) = g (x ) I 

Notations (1 ) - (3) will retain its significance throughout this paper, unless 

。therwise stated 

EXAMPLES 1. 2 For R = ZGp' we have 

(1) Æ= z tf>Z [ç] R= Z/pZ 

where ç is a primitive pth root of unity (in the complex numbers) . 1n fact, if 
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we define f and g : 11. onto R by 

(2) f(a ,b) = ã g(a, Zb ,.e’) = Zb‘ 
Then the pullback (3) of 1. 1 is isomorphic to ZGp' see [5]. 

For the description of ZG n' n square.free, as a Dedekind.like ring, see [7] . 

REDUCTION 1. 3 The fuodamental tool used to describe R - modules (R Dede. 
kind.like) in [6] is called an “R-diagram". It consists of 3 modules and 4 
maps, as shown in diagram [). 

(9) 
)'. 6 ì.;:: 

K) ) S >>S 

Here S is an R-module; and K and S are R-modules. The maps r , ð are 11.

monomorphisms. The maps j , g are R-epimorphisms, and these maps are 

required to satisfy some additional conditions stated io [6] , Definitioo 2. 1. 

1nstead of stating these conditions in general, we will state particular forms 
they take, as we need them. 

With each R-diagram [> we associate an R-m여ule 

(1) M (9 )=pbk (j ,g) / im(r+ð) 

where pbk(/,g) denotes the set of all s in S such that f (s)=g(s). The sig. 

nificance of this is that ( [6J, Theorem 2.4) 
(2) The correspondence [>-• M([>) is an additive functor that is a represen. 

tat lOn 여uivalence from the category of all R-diagrams to that of all 
(finitely geoerated) R-modules. 10 particular : 

(i) Every R-m여ule is M (l!) for some [> 

(ii) MW) ==M(ε) if and only if ()==jt 

(iii) M (l!) is an indecomφsable R - module if and ooly if () is ao inde. 

composable R-diagram 

An endomorphism 0 of () is defined t。 야 a triple of module homomorphisms 

녕， 9 ， and Õ such that the squares in (3) commute, and such that the squares in 

‘ K) > S 

li _} 
K> y 

(ô and Õ R- linear, iJ R- linear) 

the diagram (3)' obtained from (3) by replacing r and j by ð and ξ also 
wCQmmute. 
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The di r<cl sum of two R-diagrams can be constructed by taking the direct 

sum of the modules ond maps in each of them. This is again an R-diagram 

Thus we can caJl an R-diagram induomþosable if it is non-zero and is not 

isomorphic to the direct sum of two nonzero R-diagrams 

The relotion 야tween R-diagrams and endomorphism rings of R-modules is 

that, for each R-diagram {) and the corresponding R-m여ule M{{)) , (4) as 

follows holds 
(4) There is a natural ring homomorphism of endomorphism rings: 

end{)- ‘ end M ({)) whose kernel is an ideal of square zero. <:6] , Lemma 2. 7) 
Let Ë{{))= (end {)) / (nilradical of end {)) . Then it follows immediately from 

(4) that 

(5) Ë({))::::Ë(M({))) (ring isomorphism) 

It then follows from (2) and (4) that we can now translate the problem of 

computing Ë(M) for an arbitrary R - module M to that of computing Ë (Q) for 

On arbitrary R-diagram {). What has 야en gam혀 is that R-diagrams consist of 

familiar objects : modules over Ii (a direct sum of Dedekind domains) and over 

Ii(a direct sum of fields), together with homomorphisms of these modules 

2. E (111) when 111 is indecomposable of finite length 

Over any commutative ring, an indecomposable R-module M of linite length 

is isomorphic to M p for some maximol ideol P 01 R. In turn , M p::::M p(P) the 

P-adic completion. Thus, we may assume that R = Rp(l') , which is either a 

discrete valuation riog or isomorphic to a p비lback ， 
f _ g 

(1) (R ,- • R• - R,) = {(r !, r，) ER，θR， lf(r ， ) = g(r,)) 
where the rings R, and R, are discrete voluation rings, the maps f and g are 

ring homomorphisms, and R::::R/ P ( [6J, 96). 

The objective 01 this section is to study what rings can occur as Ë(i1I ) . (앞e 

(0.1) ) If R is a discrete valuation ring, it is immediate that Ë(M) ::::R / P since 

M::::R / P' for some e. Hence, we focus on the case 01 R 0 pullback as in (1) 

lor the rest of this section ond prove that the rings E (M) are precisely the 

simple algebraic extension fields of li. ::::R/ P. 

The indecomposable R -modules of finite length are of two types called 

“ artinian deleted cycle indecomposables" and “ block cycle indecom∞sables" . 

(See [5] , Theorem 9.4 and the proof) We begin by describing the R-diagrams 

of the block cycle indecomposables and then proceed to work with the endo-
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morphism rings of these R-diagrams. 

R-DIAGRAM 2. !(of a block cycle indecomposable) Let R be a p띠lback as in 

(1) above. The R-diagram {) for a block cycle indecomposable 111({)} is given 

as follows 

~γ.，.--

({)) 

R 막;F「 rl f (S)r「;선.， R 
where 

(i) The exponent r denoles a direct sum of r copies and n= mr. Each Tμ 

(respectively, Sμis an Rj (respectively, R ,) mαlule of the following form: 
d(μ .J f _.\ '- n 1 __ _ ___ 4: ___ 1.. ro _ n '/ 1. __ _ \4!' (μ) 

Tμ = R/(ker f)" '~' ， d(μ)>0 (respectively, Su= R ,I (ker gr'~'. e(μ)>0) for 
μ 

1 흐μ르m. In what follows, whenever d(μ) and e(μ) do not appear as superscripts, 
we wri te ￡ for d(μ) and eμ for e(μ) 

(ii) The maps T and j are Rj-linear when R is considered as an Rj-module 

via the map f: Rj-• R in the definition of R. Similarly, the maps ð and g 
are R?- linear via the map g. 

( iii) The map T is identified with left multiplication by a matrix A of maps, 
where the entry (μ， j) of A maps the c∞rdinate j of Rn to T IJ.' A sirnilar 

comment applies to each of ð, j and g. ?\1oreover, we identify each entry of 

these malrices with an element of R as follows: 

For each μ ， fix an arbitrary R- isomorphism called i : R-Soc le Tμ. Then, 
lhe (μ， j) entry f of the matrix A denotes the map, 1 followed by actual 

multiplication by f. Each entry of the matrix B denotes a similar map with 

Su in place of Tμ The (i , μ) entry f of 뼈 matrix C denotes a map from Tμ 

to the c∞rdinate i of Rn given by x + (ker f)'(띠 -→ν(x). Similarly, the 

(i, μ) entry f of the matrix D denotes a map from Sμ to the coordinate i of Rn 

given by x + (ker g)’(μ)-fg(x) . 

(iv) The matrices A, B, C and D which actually occur are as follows. C and 

D are the identity matrix, that is C=D=In' 

(A , B) is a block cycie pair (over R) , that is: 
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We note that each block A‘ (respectively, each block 1, in B) is a map from a 

direct surn of r copies of R into some (Tμ)' (respectively, (Sμ)') . 
r " ... , r (v) With each (Tμ) ’ and (8μ)' ， a pair of integers (d~ ， •μis as∞ciated ， 

where dμ= the composition length of T" and .μ= the composition length of 8μ· 
μ 

(안， .μ) is called a block weight. The sequence of block weights (d
l
,. 1)' (d" ,,), 

t (dmt e m
) is nonrepeated t that is, it cannot be obtained by merely writing a 

shorter sequence two or more times. 

ENDOMORP I-llSMS OF R- DIAGRAMS 2, 2 An endomorphism of an R-diagram 

was defined in Reduction 1. 3. Translated into the particular context of the 
R-diagrarn J}, an endomorphism of J} consists of matrix 4 tuples (t, $, w , v) 

such that all the squares in the following diagram commute 

A X JEl (Tjr ~~~」→

IW_~ ( j ~l (S ，)오7 

() k 죄난l (1 J 1 -() 

ι그-------- 셈 (8.) r 

~ 

..---

H‘ 
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For the needs of the pr'∞f that follows, we consider t , s, w and ν as m X m 

matrices of blocks of size r , and hence (/) .... denotes the (i, ) ) block of the ’l 
matrix t , etc. Each entry of (씨 is a hom 

Tπ’ = Rκ/P얀，d(“…’i) and thus may be considered a multiplication by an element in RJ 

(not necessarlly unique). SImllarly, each entry of (s),l is in R2· 

Before investigating some relations among the entries of 1, s, w , and v imposed 

by the commutativity of (1) above , we make a remark on a notation that will 

come up frequently. 

REMARK 2.3 We write (ï )ij for the matrix obtained by taking the homo

morphic image in R of each entry of (t) .... under the ring homomorphism J, and 
'J 

similarly {S )oj for the matrix obtained from (s)ij using the homomorphism g 

in place of f 

LEMMA 2.4 Let (/, s, U', v) be as ill 2.2. Thrn , (l)，j=ψoj= (S) ij for 1흐1 ，)흐m. 

PROOF. We obtain from (I) of 2.2 for fixed i and j , 

1. r. 
(1ν • > f{ r << S , r 

(1)0 I t (r t“ l 1 (')" . 1 ( ~ I.. 1 
(T .)' _ _ “ __ '>> W << Jr.s r 

From the, commutativity of this diagrarn it immediately follows that (l) ij= 

(W)ij= {S )oj 

LEMMA 2.5 (i) &ch matrix (ï)" for 1흐i르m satisfjts (1) ,.,.Am= A".(I) iï In 

particular, the nlatrix F js a þolynomia[ in Am" 

(ii) (ï),,={l) jj ψr all i, j such that 1듣" )등m 
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PROOF We flrst define a block diagram (P)ll to be 

(T,) ’ < < R' ; :> (SJ,)T 

(,, ). 1 J ‘ 

• 
(T,J' < < R' ) ) (8 , ,)' 

where we consider the indices i and j to be in the group 2 1m2. S， pp~se i=j 

and l <i드m. Then, A
i

_
1
= Ir, and from the commutativity of (2) above it 

follows that (Z)” = (u) = (S) Cornblned with Lemma 2 4 we obtain 
-lt-} ' -' J-IJ-l 

(s)mm= (ï) mm = (5 )m-lm- ,= (t)m _ 'm _ ' = …= (s)22 = (l) 22= (s)" = (ï) ,,' 
Hence, (ii) is proved. Now suppose i = j = l in (2) . We obtain (l)Jl Am=Am (v)mm 

and (v)mm = (s) mm by the commutativity of the diagram. ConsequentJy, (l) ,,11m = 

Am (s)mm = Am (ï)’m = Am (l) ll' that is. (l) II commutes with Amo Any matrix 

which commutes with Am' a companion matrix , is a p:J lynomial in Amo ( [4] . 

Chap \11 , 92, CoroJJary 1 to Theorem 2). Thus, (i) is proved 

Our first goal is to show that there exists a permutation of the matrizing 

choices that OCCur in the diagram I} such that every t (hence s) is r X r bJock 

up야r triangulizable. That is. there exists a permutation matrix Q such that 

every QïQ- I, when viewed in r X r bJocks, is upper trianguJar. This fact wiU 

faciJitate the anaJysis of the structure of the endomorphism ring of the diagram 

I}. Our trianguJarization is based upon the foJlowing easiJy proven statement 

REMARK 2.6 Let N = (n,) be a square matrix over R. N can be put into an 

upper triangular form by a simultaneous permutation of ilS rows and columns 

if and onJy if there exists a totaJ ordering ?> on the set of subscripts such that 

n .. = O whenever i~~ j 
' J 

We begin by defining an ordering on pairs of integers as foJJows. 

DEFINITION 2.7 For integers a,b,c and d, we denote (a ,b) > (c , d) if 

( i) a> c Or 

(ii) a= c and b< d 

DEFINITION 2.8 We inductiveJy define an ordering }- On the set of integers 
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modulo m : Let i '7-j mean that 

(i) (이 ， e，_，)'7-(익， η_ ，) or 

(i i) (이 ， e，_，)=(까 " j_') and i-l윷j-I 

LE~MA 2.9 11 i '7-j , then UJ,j= O 

PROOF. We consider the block diagram W )‘j as defined in the proof of 

Lemma 2. 5. If d.> d" it is immediate that (l) .... = O since (t J.. .. is a homomorphism ,- J" • '1 ) 

from (T)' to (T ,J', and the length of T ,=d;< di=the length of T i. If 까=카 r ,. " J , 
and ei_ ,<ej _ " we obtain (t) ,jAj=Ai_/v)‘ -lj-l from the commutativity of 

ihe left-hand square 。f (P),1 Also, the map (s)t ll l sends the socle 。f (이→ ,) , 
to zero since the length of Sj_ ,=ej_ ,> ei _ ,= the length of Si_" This combined 

with the commutativity of the right-hand square and the invertibility of the 

matrix 1, forces (v) ‘ _'j_'=O. Hence it follows that (t) ij=O. If 이=까 and 

'i- '=<j-" then i - l > j-I and thus (i );_'j_' = O by induction. This together 

Wlth the cornmutatwity of (P )ll results ln 

(t) 'jAj_ , =Ai _ , (v) • lj-l =tli _ 1 (5) i-lj-1 = A,.(l) i-lj-l =0 

There[。re， (f) ll= 0-

Next Iemma shows that ~ is a totaI ordering 

LE~~lA 2.10 SuPþose i* j alld j*k mod"lo 111. Then ’ 

(i) i> j or i-.{ j. 

(ii) i ';?i and i irk imply i;rk. 

PROOF. For (i) we only have to show there exists an integer u르o such that 

(d,_“ , e"_u_l)}'>(까 u, el-r l) Suppose n。t. Then, we have 

(3) (d“ e‘-,) = (까 ， ej _) , (아 ,. ei_ ,)=(dj _" ej _ ,), 
(d .. _ ,,, e .. _) =(d i-m+l' 'ï-m' '-j-m+l ’ 

We will derive a contradiction to the non-repeatedness of the block weights as 

mentioned in 2.1 (v). Let P= i - j and (P. m) = q. There exist integers a and b 

such that ap+bm=q. It is easily seen from (3) that 

(d, . e‘) = (아 +op' ei+ap) = (d,. +ap+lnn' ei+ap+bm) = (di+q, e,. +q) ‘ 

Therefore, the 뚱quence of block weights (d" e ,), (d" e,),"" (dm, em) is obtained 

by writing the 5쩍uence (d,,<,), (카，<，)'"' ' (d. ,e.) m/ q times. A contradiction_ 
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For (ii) we note that there exists a smallest integer u늘o such that (d‘-“’ 
e’ ‘ _1) > (dj _ ‘ • tj_“ -1) or (수“ . (!j - u-I)용(아-‘. (!,,-‘ -1)' lt is easy to see 
that this implies (d，_μ . ti _μ _1)=(d._μI t!k _μ_1)forO흐μ<u and (d,_., e'_. _ I) > 

(d. _ . , e. _. _ 1). Thus , i> k 

Be fore stat ing our “ triangularization theorem" as was mentioned immediately 

preceding Remark 2.6, we make a pertinent definition. 

DEflNLTION 2.11 (of a permuted R- diagram) Let lì be an R-diagram for a 

block cycle indecomposable, and Q an m X m permutation matrix of r X r blocks 

。ver R., that is , an m X m matrix each of whose entries is lr or Or' Then, the 

corresponding permutation of (T ,.>"s and (S,.>"s gives the þermuted diagra ，η 
μ μ 

.{)Q: 

(1}Q) 

m 

R" 

~ μtl (π) ; 

파-........、 m (S) 

~녁으;L1〉 

ι;「/
where EB. (T)~ and (f) (SJ~ denote the permuted direct sums 

μ=1 ’ ‘ μ=1 μ ‘ 

THEOREM 2.12 Let 1) be an R -diagram for a block cycle indecomþosable. Then , 

there exists a þermuted diagram !)Q such that the 1.ιatrices 1 and s ohtained 끼rom 
every endomorphis11l (t , s, w , v) , ψhen viewed in r X r blocks, are upper lriangu[ar 

Furthermore. Tμ’ s after be…'g þermuted are arranged Qccording 10 illcreasing 

composition lengths. 

PROOF. The fact that the matrices ï are r X r block upper triangular is 

immediate from Lemma 2.9, Lemma 2. JO and Remark 2. ò with r X r blocks in 

place of 낀l’ s. Then, it follows from Lemma 2.4 that the matrices s are r X r 

block up야r triangular. The second statement follows immediately from the 

way the ordering > is defined in Definition 2.7 and Definition 2, 8, 

We now easily obtain some interesting properties of end 1} 
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COROLLARY 2. 13 Let 1) be an R- diagram 01 a b/ock cycle i ndecomposable antl 

E= end D. Let 

N= ((t.s. ψ.v)EE I (t) ii= O for 1르l츠m} 

Thell. N is a ni/þotent idu/ of E. and EI N:=:Jl [x l/(g(x) )' ’ where the þo!ynom;a[ 

g(x) is as in (iv) 012.1 

PROOF. We may assume that t is r X r block upper triangular by Theorem 

2.12. Therefore. it is imm뼈iate that N is a nilpotent ideal of ι. It follows 

Irom Lemma 2. 5 that 
EI N::::.the ring of r X r block diagonal matrices 01 the Irom 

form 
: 

m ” -” ” ( 
{ 

0 
(f)” = (I)ll 1for all lJ 

iurm 

0 

Moreover , (E)ll is 。f the form f(Am) for %me f(z)ER [x] . 

Therefore, EI N::::R [x l/(g (x) )’ becau똥 Am is the companion matrÎx of the 

polynomial g(x)' 

COROLLARY 2.14 Keep notatio까 as in Corollary 2.13. Theκ Ë(!)) :=:the lielá 

R [al where g(a) =0 

PROOF. The ideal (g(x) )/(g(x) )' is lhe nilradical of R [xl/(g(x) )'. and 

R [x l/(g(x ))' modulo this ideal is::::R [xl/(g(x) ) :=: I1 [a l where g(a)=O. 

We now look at the arlinian deleted cycle indecomposables briefly. 

R DIAGRAM 2.15 (of an 양tinian deleted cycle indecomposable) The R-dia

gram 1) for an artinian deleted cycle indecomposable is given as follows : 

(1)) R,,- l 

까~ μψl Tu \악;A 

~\ ￡ s， /ir1 
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where 

(i) Tμ=R/ (ker f)d(μ ) d(μ)>0 and Sμ = R，! (ker g) '(μ e(μ)> 0 for 1듣μ르” 
(i i) The maps r and j are R1-linear , and the maps ð and g are R,-linear as 

mentioned in (ii) of 2. 1. Each of the maps r , ðJ and g is viewed as left 

multiplication by the matrices 11 , B, C and D of the maps respectively as in (iii) 

of 2.1 
(lil) The matrices A, B, C and D that actually 。ccllr are as follows C= D= In’ 

{A , ß) is a de!eted cyτ!e pair (over R) , that is, 

r- ..... ~ ••••• j • (01\1' r o“ ‘) I _ r 1" , I 
l JH j .. v ( , \ L!-l ...... 0 ..... ' j J"-_I L • o 

l ‘ .J nX(n- I) 
) 11 '{ (11-]) 

A -

An endomorphism of !) consists of matrix 4 tuples (t , s, w， ν) = ((t,), (s;) , 

〈ψll ) , (Utl) ) Slmilar t。 2 2 except that each “block" is 1 x 1, that is, each entry 

itl lS a map from Tl to Tl , etc. Concerning the endomorphism nng of p we 

have the fo l1owing. 

LEMMA 2.16 If!) is an R-diagram of an artinian deleteJ 낀cle indecomposable , 
then Ë(!)):::R 

PROOI'. The proof carries over with 50me modification from that of the 

non-artinian case in S 3. We may think of !) as a !). dol in 3.3 in which (A , B) 

is a si ngle deleted cycle pair and Tμ’ s and Sμ’ s have finite lengths. Then , the 

results in Lemma 3.7 through Theorem 3. 12 sti l1 remain true. We now define 

a ring homomorphism 

r: end (!)) - • R by 8=(t , s,w ,v)-t l!' 

It is clear that ~ IS a ring homomorphism since we may assume that 1 and s 

are upper triangu lar by Theorem 3. 13. The surjectivity of < is easily established 

using Lemma 3. 7 and Lemma 3. 8. 

Suppose <(0) = 0. Then , by Lemma 3.8, the diagonal entries of t are al1 zero, 
and hence t is strictly upper triangular. We al50 conclude from Lemma 3.7 

that ; is strictly upper triangular. Conversely, it fo l1ows from the definition 

O{)f r that an endomorphism which satisfies these properties is in ker T. Hence 

tn=sn=o‘ This says that the entries of t n are contained in ker f and those of 

sn in ker g. If e= max {이， et}ISts ，，， t”e and s’“ are the zero map. Thus, ker T 

is nilpotent , and in fact is the ni}radical of end (!)) since R is semiprime. 
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Therefore , E([1) :::::R. 

Putting together the resu lts which are obtained so far , we obtain our main 

theorem 

THEOREM 2.18 Let R be a Dedekind-like ring , and let P be a maximal ideal 

such that Rp is not a discrete valuation ring . Then , as the 11lodules λf range over 

all …decomposable artiniall R modules whose comþositio!l f actors are isomorþhic 

10 R/ P, Ihe rings E(M) are precisely the simple algebraic extensioll fieids oJ R/ P. 

PROOF. Given any such module M , let!} be the corresponding R-diagram. 

Then , E([1) is a simple algebraic extension field of R = R/ P by Corollary 2.14 

But , E ([1) :::::E(M) by (5) of 1. 3. Conversely, consider a si mple algebraic 

extension field F over R. Then , F= R [a] for some aEF. Let g(x)ER l뇌 be 
" the minimal polynomial of α It is easy to construct an R diagram [) of a 

block cycle indecomposable M such that Am is the companion matrix of g(x) 

(See 2.1 ) Then , E(M) :::::E(!}):::::F by Corollary 2. 14 

EXA~!PLES 2. 19 (i) The integral group ring ZGp' 딩 cyclic of order p, is 

a Dedekind-like ring as shown in Examples 1. 2. Let R =ZGp' and let g.g' , ""gÞ 

denote the elements of G p 뼈 denote a때)itrary e빠nt in R by 효 aig’, 

QiEZ. Then , 

P={농 aglgRlzE a타p)} 
i=1 t=1 

is the kernel of the map J공Ig : R >> R in Examples 1. 2. Hence , P is a maximal 

ideal of R such that Rp is not a discrete valuation ring (' 6] , Proposilion 6. 2) . 

Therefore , as the modules M range over .11 indecomposable artinian R mod ules 

whose composition factors are :::::R/ P:::::Z/ pZ. the rings E(M) are precisely the 
finite fields of characteristic p 

(ii) Let m be a positive integer such that m드1 (mod 4). Then. R = l [ ..1꾀] 

is a Dedekind-like ring: The integral closure of this ring in Q( ψ'ñ) is Z [ω] 

where ω=(-I+m) /2. Define two ring homomorphisms: R = Z [，ω] onto R = Z/ 2Z 

by J(a + b",) = ã , g(a +b띠) =ã + b. Then , 

(a+ bω르Z ;ω] IJ(a+ b띠) =g(a +bω)} =Z[2ω]= Z ; 、/m J

Let P be either of the two maximal ideals (ker J and ker g) 이 R = Z [ JmJ 

such that R / P::::: Z/2Z. Then , as the m여ules M range over all indecomposable 

artinian R - modules whose composition factors are :::::R/ P:::.Z/2Z , the rings 
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E(M) are precisely the finite fields of characteristic 2 

3. E(M) when M is Non-Artinian Indccomposablc 

1n this section we show that as /VI ranges over all indecomposable non-artinian 

modules , E(M) can be only finitely many non-isomorphic rings, unlike the 

artinian case. It also turns out that each of these rings is isomorphic to the 

endomorphism ring of some ideal of R 

The outline of the development of the proofs is similar to that of the art inian 

case although some details are quite different. We first look at the structure 

of the R diagrams of indecomposable non-artinian R- modules and then work 

with the endomorphism rings of these R-diagrams. In order to study the R

diagrams , we note that a Dedekind-like ring R as in Definition 1. 1 can be 

redefined as follows 

REMARK 3.1 A Dedekind-like ring R as in Definition 1. 1 can be redefined 

in terms of notation which focuses on the c∞rdinate rings from which R. and 

R are buil t. Let 씩 be the composition of J with the coordinate projection 

R~R.. There is a unique index i(k) such that the projection of ker <1'" in 

R써 is a ma~imal ideal of Ri(k)' Let J. be the restriction of 에 to Ri (kr Define 

g k similarly. Hence for each k we obtain a pair of ring homomorphisms 

‘ 1> 1 ~> j) 

R .. 간~겨7 [possibly i(k) = j(k) J 

It is easy to check that ( [6J , ~ 3) whenever two terms of the s핵uence Jl' g ,’ 
ι， g" ... are defined on the same coordinate R, of R., they have distinct kernels 

(See (2) of Definition 1. 1) , and R = I(r"r" "')ER I (for all k) J. (ri (.)) = g. (rj (.))). 

We make some definitions that are necessary for stating the structure of 

R-diagrams 

DEFINITION 3.2 From each i∞morphism c1ass of nOnzero ideals of each R,’ 
choose one ideal H, such that H, is prime to ker J. whenever i(k) =c , and to 

ker g" whenever j(k) = c. If H, is principal , take H,=R,. H, is called the 
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starJdard Rc Ideal ia its class. An (l k)- matrii”g chmce means elther a standard 

RiC시 - ideal Or a module of the form Ri C시 j( ker f.)d (d>O). A (g , k)-malrizing 

choice means either a standard R jC') -ideal Or a module of the form Rj C시 j( ker 

g.)' (<>0). 

R - DIAGRAMS 3.3 (of indecom∞sable non.artinian R-m여ules) The R-diagram 

D of an R- module M without artinian direct summands is of the form (See 1. 3) ‘ 
T,'. _ /, i 

(lJ) K = EÐ (various 힘);':':"S = EÐμUμ"':"::;'S=EÐ(various R.) 
where each Uμ is an (μ)-matrizing choice or a (g, k)-matrizing choice for 

some k, and at least one 안 is a standard ideal. Also , an 힘 can occur mOre 

than once in K and S. The maps T and 1 (res야ctively ， ð and g) are R- linear 
I if K and S are considered to 야 R-m여ules via f: R • R (respectively, g : R• R) . 

Also, im T (respectively, im ð) is contained in the direct sum of all (ι k)

matrjzing choices (res야ctively， (g, k) -matrizing choices) which occur in S for 

all k. Any matrizing choice other than the (ι k) - matrizing choices (respectively, 
(g, k) -matrizing choices) for all k is contained in ker 1 (respectively, ker ξ) . 

The homomorphisms T, ð, 1, ξ must satify some additional technical conditions, 
whose general statement we omit for nOw (See [6), Definition 2.1). Instead 

we give these complete details only in s야cific situations in which they are 

needed 
We wish to describe T, ð.!, g by matrices over the fields 힘 In order to deal 

with one field at a time, we define the “ k-deletion" P. d,J as follows 

(1) '12, '‘, ) R:'" 
r;-• 
←깐--. 

sμ k)-D ιι~d UJj 

S 1., k) -$'"ι"'U. 

sι....." 

←등-' 
R~~ 

where 얀C.) and R; C') denote direct sums of m(k) and n(k) copies of R" : those 

coordinates that remain after deleting all c∞rdinates other than 힘 from the 

modules K and S in p. The symbol S(J, k) denotes the direct sum of all 

(1, k)- matrizing choices that appear in !ì, and a similar definition applies to 
S(g, 샤 We al∞ note that if i(k) = j (k) , every Uμ which is a standard RiC서
ideal occurs in both S(J, k) and S(g, k). More generally, each standard R, - ideal 

can be an (1. k) andjor a (g, k)- matrizing choice for several k’5, and hence 

appear in several P It del’S 
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We now complete the detailed description of!) when M=M(!)) is indecom

posable and non-artinian, in terms of the diagrams p * de\" For notational 

simplicity, we call the coordinate modules of S(μ) Tμ and those of S(g, k) Sμ’ 

as in (2) below_ But note that, if i(k) = j(k) , every standard ideal that is a Tμ 

is also an Sν， usually with μ*" (See (4) and (7) below). Also note that the 

number of matrizing choices which occur in S(f, k) is same as that of matrizing 

choices which OCCur in S(g, k) , that is, η (k). We remark here that the ordering 

of the matrizing choices T .. and S .. will be important in what follows. 
μ 

n (k) 
ì'.t- A .o: ---" (t1 ‘ T’‘ ____ f~ ' ( ‘ 
~ p- ‘ “ 

R: Ir .,--- ~:> D’ ‘ 

---------‘ n (k ) _____ -‘ 7 4 ‘ R. -，、μ* l S l‘------;. f). 

(2) ([J-..d 

,Ve represent the maps η， 아， 자 and g" by matrices A .. , 와， Ck， and Dk respe

ctively over the field 힘 as in (iii) of 2. 1 with the following modifications due 

to the fact that 50me of the modules T.. and S can now be standard ideals 
μ 

1뾰 recall that the (i, μ) entry of 의 IS a map ‘ Tμ-낸I and hence when Tμ 
is a standard ideal, it equals the maps f k in the coordinates definition of R 
followed by actual multiplicalion by some element F in R. We denote this enlry 

of Ck by F. We sim il값Iy define the enlies of Dk using the map g k when S，μ is a 
standard ideal. We al50 recall that the (μ， j) entry of Ak is a map 전-→Socle 

Tμ， and hence i t equals the zero map when Tμ is a standard idea l. Similarly 

the corresponding entry of Bk is the zero map when S，μ is a standard ideal 

Next we describe the matrices (A , B, ζ D) = (1\., 마， Ck， Dk ) that actually OCCur 

in P k del when 111=λ.I(!)) is non-artin ian indecomposable. We omit the subscript 
k for the matrices for notational convenience 

The matrices C and D 8re diagonal matrices given as follows ‘ C= diag(1'k. I, 

1, "", 1) where 1'.*0, and D=ln(k)' 

Each (A, B) is either a deleted cycle pair as defined in 2‘ 15 (iii) or is a direct 
.sum of two deleted cycie pairs as shown bel。、v

0 ___ -: 0 
(3) A -

0, r- î::-
B-

-좌:[」 O 

o μ1 
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We note that a deleted cycle pair has one less column that row. We make use 

。f this fact in our notation by writing 

n(k) = þ+ q and m(k) = (p-l) + (q-l) if two deleted cycle pairs occur 

Il (k) = p and m(k) =p- l if one deleted cycle pair ∞curs. 

We now describe precisely which summands Tμ and Sμ can be standard ideals. 

If (A , B) is a single deleted cycle pair, the first row of A and the p‘h row of 

B are zero‘ From the way the entries of A and B are defined following (2) , 

this implies that T , is the only sumrnand which can be a standard Ri(k)-ideal 

among the Tμ’ s， and 옹 is t“씨he on까1 

i벼de뻐a띠I among t“h바1e 이εP’ s. M。야re precisely there exist three possibilities as follows. 

(4 )1’ T , is a standard R"' .I. \-ideal. and s' .. is a standard R;n.\-idea l. Furthermore. i(k) .""\,.0 .......... "" u p ."" ... "" ~ ......... ~U\.& ""1(k) 

if i(k) =j (k) , T , =Sþ is a single standard R i(k) - ideal which appears in Pk d.l' 

(5) T , is a standard R씨 ideal, and 앙 is of finite length. 

(6) T , is of finite length, and Sþ is a standard Rj(k) - ideal. 

If (A , B) is a direct sum of two deleted cycle pairs as in (3) above, then T 1 

and T Þ+ I are the only summands which can be standard Ri(k)-ideals among the 

Tμ’s because the rows 1 and p of A are the only zero rows of A. Similarly, 
동 and Sp +q are the surnmands which can be standard Rj(시 - ideals arnong the 

Sμ’ s. \\'hat actually occurs in this case is that 

(7) T Þ+' and Sþ are standard ideals, and T , and 잉+q are of fir뼈Furthermore， if i(k) = j(k) , Tp+ ，=동 is a single stan'dard Ri(k) - ideal which 

appears in !)" det" 
This completes the detailed description of each individual P

k 
d.r Finally, we 

describe a global condition, called “ connectedness" that relates the various 

“ deleted" diagrams 

REMARK 3‘ 4 Two deleted diagrams P. d.1 and P ß del are immediately connected 

if some Tμ or Sμ that is a standa벼 ideal appeari때 in !)adel al∞ occurs as a 

c∞rdinate module Tν and/ or 동 in Pβdel' Then we 않y that two deleted dia

grams P h: dcl and [)"del are connected if there exists a sequence of diagrams [)h (l) del' 

P h(2) de l' ‘’ ,Ph(m) d.1 beginning with P hdel and ending with P kd•, such that any 

two consecutive diagrams Ph(i) del and !)h: (i+ l) del are immediately connected. 

A non-artinian R-m여ule M=M (p) is indecomposable if and only if the 

diagrams P .. del as in 3. 3 above are connected, that is. any two P .. del's are 
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connected. ([6J, Theorem 11. 4J) 

ENα)MORPHISMS OF R- DIAGRAMS 3.5 (of non.artinian R-moduJes) An endo

morphism 8 of an R-diagram {J was defined in 1. 3. For each k, the endo

morphism 8 induces an endomorphism 아 : {Jk d.l- {Jk d.r (See Remark 3. 6 on 

h。、v 아’ s are reJated) Thus, an endomorphism of {J, the R-diagram of an 

indecomposabJe non-artinian R-moduJe, consists of a coJlection of matrix 4 
tupJes (1 , s, w , v) k such that each of the foJlowing diagram commutes 

A. --'" 땅) ? ~」c.
----• . j-I - . . ““‘ 

/ - R: · 「 l - J」? R:@ 

n(k) ~. 
• S, ....

j - I 

1- (1,,) 

J - ("11) 
J 

빅
 

\ 
----, 

l 
l 
l J 

l 
I 
l 
l ------‘ 

‘ 

j ” / 

까
 

B. 

R: ‘ 겨꺼 l 

‘ 피~ 꾀 S， 
~→:> R 
껴rI」7 

Each entry tlj Of t is a h。morn。rphism from the c∞rdmate module Tl to the 

c∞rdinate moduJe T " Hence, 1 ‘ can be considered a muJtipJication by an 
’l 

eJement (not necessariJy unique) of Ri(k)' SimiJarJy, each entry Sij of S can 야 

considered a multipJication by an eJement (not necessariJy unique) of Ri (샤 

Similarly, each entry sil of s can be c。nSldered a multIPlICatl。n by an element 

of R j(k)' 

REMARK 3.6 For an endomorphism 8 of an R-diagram {J as in 3.5 above, 
the maps (t, s, w, v)k are conntcud in the foJlowing sense. Any two diagrams 

{J. del and {Jk d.l are connected as in Remark 3.4. We assume that they are 

imm어iateJy connected and hence a standard ideaJ H c appears in both {J. doi and 

{Jkd.r Then, both (t , s, w , v). and (I , S,W , 써 contain an e띠ry which is an 

endomorphism of Hc' and in fact these two entries are the same, that is, the 

endomorphism of Hc induced by 8. 

In what fo lJows, we write 1= (li;> for the matrix obtain어 by taking the 
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homomorphic image in 힘 01 each entry t" under the ring homomorphism f k, and 

similarJy $= (5.) for the matrix obtained from s using the homomorphism g. 

instead 01 f •. 

LEMMA 3.7 Let (t , s, w , v) k be as in 3. 5. 

(a) r = :i. if l =doj 

Then f t..,=w .. ，=~ .. , where 
‘J 'J ’l 

(b) r = :i; 1 if i* j = l. 

(c) r= 1 otherwise. 

PROOF. Similar to Lemma 2.4 with l x 1 blocks in place 01 r X r blocks and 

C.=diag(칙， t 1, "', 1) in place of the matrix C. 

LEMMA 3.8 Let (t , s, w , v). be as … 3.5. Then, the first p diagonal entries of 

1 are equal to each other, alld the remaining q diagonal entries are equal to each 

other. (That is. 1 •• = 1 .... = . .. = t #o#o and t #o ..L, .... ..L '= t #o ..L"J Io..L .. = ... = t 11 - 22 .þþ _ .. - .þ+lþ+l .þ+2þ+2 -p+qþ+q 

PROOF. Consider the lollowing subdiagram 01 diagram (1) in 3.5 lor 2등t등p. 

0) _ ~. 0) 
T‘ •--'-''-- : 11 ) ~ s ,., 

1, ,, -1--., •• , 1 
0) 0) T, ← ~' J ( R > ~'J > sι， 

From the commutativity 01 (1) it lollows that t."i =vi_ li_ 1 =한 -ll-l Now by 

Lemma 3.7 we obtain t.. .. =$.. . =t 
- }l -l .;-H-l 

For p +2흐I흐p +q=n(k) ， the prool is similar except that vi - 2i- 2 occurs in 

place of v i - 1i _
1 
becau똥 01 the lact that one more row other than the first row of 

A. is zero, that is, the p + 1“ r。、" of A. 

As in ~ 2, our lirst goal is to show that there exists a permutation 01 the 
matrizing choices that occur in each diagram P. d.1 such that every ï(hence $) 

is up야r triangulizable. (See Remark 2.6 concerning triangularization of a 

matrix) 

As in Definition 2.7 we define an ordering }- on the set 01 ordered pairs 01 

integers. That is, (a ,b) }- (c ,d) means (a> c) or (a=c and b< d). Also as in 
2.1 , 아 denotes the composition length of the matrizing choice T i , and e‘ 

‘ denotes the composition length 01 이 . Note that di and ei can be inlinite 
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DEFJNJTION 3.9 Fix a P. d,r We inductiveJy define a totaJ ordering ;?- on 
the set (l .2 •...• n(k)}. 

Let 앙.j mean that i*i and 

(a) (이 • 'i- ，) }> (익， el-I) with i#l and J#1 
or (b) i = 1 and 카르앙 
or (c) i=1 and 이>까 

or (d) (di"i_')=(잉"i-') with i*l. i * l. and i - l ;?-j - l. 

LEMMA 3. lO U l> J, thea Ell= 0. 

PROOF. T벼 pl-oof is simiJar to that of Lemma 2. 9 with '1 X 1 bJocks in pJace 

of r X r bJocks except that we have to consider what hap야ns for the case, i = 1 

and d， =카 in (b). so suppo않 this hoJds true. Then, ,from (l) of 3.5. "; we 
obtain a commutative diagram 

U"i엉 ‘p ’ T, 
(1) 

li'. 
ψ , T ‘ 

where ψ is the map A. foJJowed by the projection to T j' and ψ is the map A. 
foJJowed by the projection to T( However, we note that 1b= 0 (This is a resu Jt 
。f the first rOw of A. being zero). From the fact that (1) is commutative. ψ 

maps onto the socJe of T j' and 이 =카， we can conclude that IJj=O. 

Before stating our “ triangularization theorem", we define the notion of a 

야rmuted diagram for an indecomposable, non.artinian R- module 

DEFJNJTION 3. 11 (of a permuted R-diagram) Let {J be an R-diagram for 

an indecomposabJe non.artinian R- moduJe. Fix a k-deJetion P. dol ’ and Jet Q 

be an n(k) X n(k) permutation matrix over R. Then. the correspond ing per

mutation of Tμ’s and Sμ’ s gives the Permr.때 

W~d") 
-”1 f3LX (μ려 T~)CI _낙ξ~ ;;. 

그양--.. (땅) S.) ， .--D륜“ 
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n(') n(') 
where (EB TJn and ( EB SJn denote the permuted direct sums 

μ-1 ’ ‘ μ= 1 .- -

THEOREM 3. 12 For each 1). d,\ of 1), an R-diagram for an indecomposable 

non-artinian R- module, 싸e exists a permuted diagram P~del such that the matrices 

l and ~ obtained from every end011l0rphism (t , s, ψ， V) Jc are upper triangular. Moreover, 

Tμ’ s after being permuled are arranged according to increasing compos“ion lengths 

PROOF. The fact that the matrices t are upper triangular is immediate from 

Lemma 3. 10, Lemma 3.11 , and Remark 2. 6. Then , it also follows from Lemma 

3.7 that the mat{ices s are upper triangular. The second statement is also 

immediate fiom the way the ordering ;>- is defined in Definition 2.7 and 

Definition 3.9. 

COROLLARY 3.13 As 1) ranges over all diagrams for indecomposable, non 

artinian R-modules, Ë( .Q) can be on/y finitely ma끼!y non-isomorþhic rings. Each of 

these is the endomorphism ring of some ideal κr R. 

PROOF. Fix such an R-diagram p. By 3.3, each nonempty 1). d,\ contains a 
standard R" ,, - ideal and/ or a standard R" ,, -ideal . On the other hand, 1) contains i(k) .~-_ . _ •. ~， ...... ~ - ... ~_ .. ~_.~ "j(서 r 

at most one standard ideal l-J, of each R" a coordinate ring of R ‘ Suppo않 

two different ideals l-J. and 1. of R. appear in 1). Then , c=i(k) or j(k) for , 
some k. Say c=i(k) . Then , l-J, and 1, would appear as R, (.) - ideals in l)'d'\ 
(See (1) of 3.3). However, a l).dol has to satisfy one of (4 ), (5) , (6) and (7) 

in 3.3, all of which allow for at most one standard R .. ", -ideaI. This is a i( .l) 

contradiction. 

An endomorphism 0 of p , as mentioned in 3. 5, consists of a matrix 4 tuple 

(1, s, W , v). for each nonempty 1). d<i ' Suppose a standard ideal l-Jc of Rc occurs 

in p. Then , for each p. d<i in which l-J, occurs, (t , s, ψ， v)k contains an entry 

which is an endomorphism of l-J, and all these entries are the same , that is , a 

unique element r, of R, (See Remark 3.6) 

Let f be the element of iI whose R.-c∞rdinate is r c jf a standard ideal Hc c 

occurs, and zero otherwise. We define a map 

r : end 1)-• iI by O- 'f. 

Jt follows from the preceding two paragraphs that r is a well.defined map 

We first show that r is a ring homomorphism. Jt is obviously additive. Now , 

let 0, ψ E end D. Let the entry of 0 which is an endomorphism of l-J, be r, 

and the entry of ψ which is an endomorphism of H, be s, Then , the entry of 
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O<þ which is 8n endomorphism of H, must be r, s, beC8Use a homomorphism 

from 8n R, -matrizing choice of finite length into H, is always the zero m8p. 

Now , we obtain a description of ker ~. Suppose <(0) = 0 for 0εend g. Then , 

each entry of e which is 8n endomorphism of a standard ide81 is zero. Note 
th8t e8ch of these entries is 8 diagonal entry of 1 and s in some (1, s, ι v). 

and furthermore (1 , s, ψ， ν).1 for each nonempty g. del cont8ins such an entry 

In fact , if Pkdel is as in (4) , (5) , or (6) of 3.3 , then 1,, =0 and/ or spp=O. If 

g.dd is as in (7) of 3.3, tÞ+ IÞ+ l=O and spp = O. Moreover , t ，， = ~，， = O 8nd/ or 

1 ..... =s" .. = O for the former , and l ..... = ! .... = t .. -L ." J.... .= s .. ..L, .. .L .=O for the latter. pp -pp - -- - -,,- --------, ---- -pp -pp -P+IÞ+ l -þ+ lP +l 
Thus, it follows from Lemma 3.8 that the di8gonal entries of t and J are 

zero. Conversely , it is easy to see from the definition of r that 8n endomor
phism e which s8tisIies the above pro야rties is in ker r 

We claim that ker r is the nilr8dical of end p. We mayassume , by Theorem 

13.2, that t and ~ are upper triangular for (1, s, ψ， v). ε end g . der Thus , by 

the preceding paragraph t and 5 are strictly upper triangular for each (t , s, w , 

v). of e in ker ,. Hence l"(.)=s"(.)=O. This implies that the entries of tn(k) 

are contained in ker 1.1 and those of s"(.) in ker ~.. Let e=max (이 ， ei } for 

l흐i흐，， (k). Then , 1"(.1). and s’,(.1). 8re the zero map. Thus , ker < is nilpotent 

Since the homomorphism T is a map onto a subring of R. which is semiprime, 
ker r must be the nilradical of end 1)_ 

Let C k tl1e set of subscripts such that p has an ldeal IC 。f Rc ‘ Let K be 

the collection of subscrips k for which P. del s8tisfies (4) of 3.3. Then , let 

(l) K= lfgc영~ R,If.(ri(k)) =g.(rj(k)) whenever kEK} 

We claim that irn r=R’, Jt is clear th8t im r~R’ from the deCinition of r and 
Lemm8 3.8. The opposite inclusion is easily obtained from Lemm8 3. 7 and 
Lemma 3.8 using diagonal matrices. Jt now follows from the finiteness of C 

and K in (1) that there are only finitely many possibilities for the ring 

im r = R ’ 

In order to show that R’ is the endomorphism ring of 8n ideal of R , we 

first show that R' is isomorphic as an R-m여ule to an ideal of R . For this, it 

” “ suffices to see that $ R, is isomorphic to an ideal of R since R'드 EB R ;, By 
i= 1 i= 1 

the coordin8tes definition of R , there is an element r,4 0 of e8ch Ri n R such 
that rlεker 1.1 whenever i = i(k) and riEker g. whenever i=j(k) ‘ Then, the 

‘ multiplication by E rι is 8n isomorphism of EB R, onto an ideal of R. Now, 
;-1 
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{end R ’ .s .n R-module)=(end R' as an R'-mcdule)::::R'. Therefore , R' is the 

endomorphism r ing of an ideal of R. 

\Ve now state Qur main theorem 

THEORE~‘ 3. 15 Let R be a Dedek i1’d-like ring. As the modules .\1 range 0νer 

all indecomposable non-artinian R-modules , the rings E( lH) CQn be only finitely 

maηy non-isomorphic rings. Each 01 these is the endomorphism ring 01 some ideal 

01 R. 

PROOF. Given such a modu le ",,1, the corresponding R-diagram l) satisfies 
Ë(M)::::Ë (l)) as in (6) of 1. 3. We are done by Coroll.ry 3. 14. 

EXi야’PLES 3.16 (i) As the modules M range over all indecom∞sable non 

art inian ZGp-modules , the rings E(M) can be only three different r ings ‘ z, Z [e] 

and ZG
p 

(e=primit ive pth root of unity) 

(ii) As the modules M range over all indecomposable non-artinian Z ~ ,1m] 

modules (m三l(mod 4)) , the rings Ë(M) can be only two different rings 

Z[ Jm] and Z[ω] (띠=(-1+ m) /2) 

(iii) Let G n = (x서 denote a cyclic group of square-free order κ generated 

by an element x.. In [7] , it is shown that the integral group ring ZG n is 

Dedek ind-like. $0 Theorem 3. 15 applies. 
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